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OFFER 

FOR CUSTOMS CLEARANCE 
 

 The LLC BryanskInterTrans company offers mutually beneficial cooperation in the field of 
customs clearance of products imported into the Russian market, as well as exported from the 
territory of the Russian Federation. We provide a full range of services in the field of foreign trade 
relations. In addition, we have the opportunity to organize transportation by all modes of transport - 
road, rail and multimodal. 

 
Our services 

Our goal is promising cooperation on an ongoing basis. We try to provide high-quality prompt 
customs clearance services. 
The range of these services includes: 
• determination of the product code according to the TNVED EAEU; 
• calculation of customs payments; 
• electronic declaration for the seal of the customs representative; 
• assistance in confirming the declared value of the goods; 
• representation of the client’s interests in the customs authorities of the Russian Federation; 
• protection of the interests of traders in arbitration courts. 
 

The cost of processing a single vehicle consists of the following components: a set of declaration 
(import 40; export 10), services of a temporary storage warehouse (railway, car), services of a customs 
representative and electronic declaration of goods with the seal of a customs representative. It 
amounts to: 
 

import: auto delivery - from 13 000 * RUB. (up to 5 cars per month) 
                                                 11 000 RUB. (up to 10 cars per month) 
                                                 9 000 RUB. (at volume over 10 cars per month) 
 
                               railway car - from 16 000 RUB. (with volume). 
Registration term - 12 hours from the moment of delivery close 
 

Foreign postage recognized by a commercial party (in the Bryansk region) - 13 000 RUB. 
 

export: one vehicle - from 5 500 RUB. (with volume). DT release within 3 hours! 
 

Participants of foreign trade activities do not bear other expenses! 
 

Schedule for customs posts: 
• Bryansk TP, code 10102030, clearance of goods following road transport - 8.30-20.30., Without 
weekends and holidays. 
• OTO and TK № 2 Bryansk TP, code 10102032, clearance of goods following road transport - 8.30-
20.30., Without weekends and holidays. 
• Fokinsky TP, code 10102150, clearance of goods following railway transport - around the clock, 
without weekends and holidays. 
• Tver CEE, code 10115070 (electronic declaration center), remote clearance of goods - Mon. - Fri. 
08:30 to 17:30, closed on Saturdays and Sundays. 
• Bryansk Excise Post, code 10009160 
*The cost of registration includes: finding a motor vehicle in the NTA, conducting inspections, obtaining 
permits (phyto and veterinary control). 



• Smolensk excise post, code 10009230 
• Krekshinsky customs excise post, code 10009030 
• TP "Krasnodar" (CED) of the Krasnodar Customs Code 10309190, 
• TP "Krymsky" (Slavyansk-on-Kuban) Krasnodar Customs Code 10309090 
 
Now, we have the opportunity to carry out customs clearance in the North-West Federal District, at 
the following customs posts: 
1.North-West Excise Customs Post (specialized) of Central Excise Customs), code 10009190; 
2. TP “Yaninsky” of the Baltic Customs, code 10216150; 
3. TP “Yuzhny”, code 10210100; 
4. TP "Gatchina", code 10210020; 
5. TP "Kolpinsky", St. Petersburg Customs, code 10210040; 
6. TP "Volkhovsky", St. Petersburg Customs, code 10210010; 
7. TP Murmansk, Murmansk Customs, code 10207110; 
8. TP “Pomeranian” of the Arkhangelsk Customs House10203100. 
 

Our advantages 
Our specialists have extensive experience in remote clearance of goods in the customs centers of 
electronic declaration (the so-called EAC), which makes it possible to save transport costs and 
significantly reduces the time of customs clearance. 
 

We are official representatives in the Bryansk region of the All-Russian customs broker LLC 
TAMARIKS Logistics, and now LLC Dream Cargo. 
 

The accumulated knowledge in the field of clearance of imported goods under direct contracts 
of participants of foreign trade activities allows to carry out customs clearance of products below the 
“risks” and “KP” of the FCS of Russia, with full responsibility for confirming the value of goods. 
Over the entire period of work with our partners - no customs value has been adjusted, we always 
confirm the FIRST method. 

In our practice, we have decorated the goods from various product groups - household 
appliances, furniture, equipment, auto and special equipment, building materials, textiles, shoes, 
clothing, food. In addition, we are always ready to expand their horizons! 

Successful experience of long-term partnerships with the brands of ATLANTA, FAGOR, 
VIGOR, FULL TECH, GLAVPRODUKT, NATUR BRAVO, as well as manufacturers in China, such 
as Chengdu GUTE Machinery works CO "," TOP-FURNITURA CO "," ANJI LIANSHENG 
FURNITURE FACTORY CO "," YONGKANG HUANDI COOKWARE CO "," TD Nizhyn "," 
ENASPOL AS "," SWEET Plus "- allowed our company to gain a positive reputation and trust from 
counterparties. 

Our advantage is an individual approach and professional fulfillment of the customer's 
requirements, as well as protection of his interests before the customs authorities. 

 
We will be happy to help you! 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
LLC "BryanskInterTrans"                                                                    Verzhbitsky Alexander 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Actual address: 241050, Bryansk, ul. Fokina - 2, of. 5, 6 
FAX / TEL:  / 4832 /  74-50-03; 74-59-85 
E-mail: office@bryanskintertrans.ru ; www.bryanskintertrans.ru 
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